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Abstract

The majority of research to date has concentrated on the quantum key distribution (QKD)

between two parties. In general, the QKD protocols proposed for the multiparty scenario of-

ten involve the usage of a maximally entangled state, such as GHZ, which is challenging to

implement in practice. This paper examines the prepare and measure version of multiparty

communication through quantum key distribution. It is sufficient to have the capability of

preparing and measuring a single qubit state. The security of the multiparty prepare and mea-

sure QKD is demonstrated by utilizing the well-known techniques of quantum error correction

and entanglement purification. We begin by establishing the security of the entangled-based

version and progress through a series of reductions to arrive at our equivalent multiparty prepare

and measure version of QKD. We establish the security proof of multiparty entangled-based ver-

sion by combining FTQC and classical statistics on the GHZ basis. Then proved the conditional

security of the multiparty prepare-and-measure QKD by the equivalency.

1 Introduction

One of the most practical applications of quantum information science is quantum key distribution

(QKD). Significant advances have been made both theoretically and experimentally since the initial

QKD protocols were proposed [1]. A QKD protocol essentially provides a systematic mechanism

for two honest parties, commonly referred to as Alice and Bob, to produce a shared secret key,

connected via and an authenticated classical channel and an insecure quantum channel. Because of

the protocol’s simplicity, it has been widely implemented and even monetized in various forms [2].

Most QKD protocols do their security proof in a simplified scenario, in which the parties exchange

an infinite amount of quantum bits (asymptotic scenario). Of course, this is far from reality, but it

substantially simplifies the proof and provides insight into the protocol’s real-world performance.

The majority of quantum communication theoretical and experimental work has so far concen-

trated on two-party protocols. Prior research has shown that Alice can concurrently communicate

a key after two separate secret keys are shared through a typical two-party QKD protocol, between
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Alice and Bob and Alice and Charlie [3]. Our proposed protocol is different because it lets multi-

ple people share a secret key at the same time. When Alice broadcasts a confidential message to

two receivers, Bob and Charlie, the three persons involved must have a shared private key. This

is referred to as the multiparty quantum key distribution problem. Multiparty quantum key dis-

tribution protocols seek to provide information theoretic security for multi-party communication

based on quantum mechanics principles, which surpass their classical counterparts physically. The

analysis of multipartite QKD protocols, on the other hand, has only been done in the implausible

scenario of an endless number of signals being exchanged over the quantum channel. Nonetheless,

multiparty quantum communication protocols has been demonstrated by the fascinating examples

of quantum secret sharing (QSS) [4], quantum cryptographic conferencing (QCC) [5], third-man

quantum cryptography [6], and others. Recent research has focused on the generalization of two-

party protocols to multiparty schemes [7]. It has been demonstrated that there are certain quantum

network schemes [8] and noise regimes [9] where executing a multipartite technique is favorable in

order to establish a multipartite secret key. These multiparty protocols require a critical tool: the

Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) entangled states that has multiparty quantum correlations that

were initially developed to demonstrate the extreme violation of local realism by quantum physics

[10, 11].

Eve is expected to do whatever manipulations are permitted by quantum mechanics on quantum

systems communicated via quantum channels. This assumption is similar to Ref. [12] and is a

multiparty refinement of Ref. [13]. A possible eavesdropper is completely unrestricted in her actions

on the insecure quantum channel, as she is free to launch any type of attack called coherent attack

on the quantum communication. We also assume that all parties have a genuine randomness source

and that the equipment used to measure quantum systems operate in accordance with their ideal

functioning.

Our approach is a generalization of the simple proof of security presented by Shor and Preskill

[14, 15]. Mayers first proved the security of BB84 [16]. Unfortunately, this proof was rather tricky,

and only a few people understood it. More work was required to genuinely comprehend, rather

than simply assume, that BB84 was secure. Shor and Preskill provided a simple proof of security

in 2000, in which they used the security proof of the modified Lo-Chau QKD and then reduced

it to BB84 via a sequence of reductions [17]. The initial security proof of the Modified Lo-Chau

QKD was very straightforward. But, it requires non-trivial results that prove an intuitive idea that

low von Neumann entropy follows from high fidelity. Further, the proof also requires the Holevo

bound. The Shor Preskill proof was particularly beautiful because it combined difficult conclusions

from Ref. [18] and Ref. [17] to demonstrate that BB84 was secure in a simple and clear manner.

We will employ a similar reduction technique to arrive at a multiparty prepare and measure QKD

algorithm. To fully comprehend all of the reductions, we require an intermediate QKD known as

the multiparty CSS QKD.
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1.1 BB84

Bennett and Brassard proposed the first protocol on Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) in 1984,

famously known as BB84 [14]. Here the classical information is encoded in qubits which is a two-level

quantum system.

The protocol follows the following basic structure: Alice wants to send a secret key to Bob. For

this process, they have access to the classical and quantum channel. As the name suggests, the

classical channel sends classical bits of information. It is further assumed that this channel should

be authenticated, but any eavesdropper can listen to all the conversation. On the other hand, they

use a quantum channel to send quantum signals. This channel is assumed to be completely insecure.

Any eavesdropper can perform all kinds of operations on quantum signals, provided it is allowed by

quantum mechanics.

This is a two-part procedure. The first part of the protocol involves quantum communication

which contains the preparation, transmission, and measurement of quantum signals. The second part

is entirely classical. It involves classical post-processing, in which, using classical communication,

both parties use the string obtained from the first part to generate a secret key.

For over a decade, BB84 was assumed to be was secure due to the No-Cloning Theorem [23].

Since Eve cannot perfectly copy the qubits sent to Bob, there is little chance she shares the same

result as Bob. Furthermore, measurement implies disturbance, so if Eve is too aggressive, Bob’s test

bits will differ from Alice’s test bits, thus forcing Alice and Bob to abort. One possibility is that

Eve could simply block or manipulate transmitted messages forcing Alice and Bob to abort. This

is commonly known as a denial of service attack DoS [24]. A DoS attack is not a complete attack

because it prevents Alice from communicating with Bob; consequently, Eve has nothing to listen to.

The original BB84 was also impractical. If any errors occurred, whether from an adversary or

natural noise, the protocol would abort. Due to the prevalence of noise in nature, the original BB84

will almost always fail in practice. This led to a push to alter BB84 to make it more practical by

adding classical post-processing, such as additional classical computation and/or classical commu-

nication. Adding classical post-processing to BB84 has the benefit of increasing its security without

increasing its difficulty to implement. However, such additions made BB84 more complex and made

it seemingly more difficult to prove its security.

Bennett and Brassard gave a very intuitive argument for the security of BB84. However, in order

to prove it to be information-theoretically secure, we should relax any restriction on Eve, provided

Eve is bounded by quantum mechanics. In other words, she is allowed to perform the most general

attack called Coherent attack.

The first proof of security for a QKD was proposed by Lo and Chau in 1999 [17]. Their protocol

was not prepared and measure, and they utilized entanglement distillation protocol (EDP) [25]. This

proof established a link between quantum error-correcting codes and quantum key distributions.

However, both parties will require large-scale quantum computers to accomplish this. In 2000, Shor

and Preskill found a ”simple proof of security for BB84” based on Mayers’ unique use of error-

correcting codes and the Lo-Chau approach to the entanglement-based version [15, 16, 17]. This

paper proves the security of a practical multiparty QKD using the Shor-Preskill style and provides
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all necessary background material to understand the security proof.

In this paper, we prove the conditional security of a practical version of multiparty prepare and

measure that even with the presence of acceptable noise can successfully generate secret keys. We

do so by first describing and proving the security of the Entangled-Based Quantum Key Distribution

(QKD) protocol. Following that, we use one of the reduction techniques devised by Shor and Preskill

to reduce the Entangled-based QKD to a practical multiparty prepare and measure QKD.

1.2 CSS Code

Before we define quantum error-correcting codes, specifically CSS codes, we are going to describe

the classical error-correcting codes. We will discuss error-correcting codes in-depth in this section

and then use them for entanglement purification in the following section.

Definition 1.1. For a binary n dimensional vector space Zn
2 , the k dimensional binary linear code

C is defined as [n, k, d]. Where n denotes the code length, k is the dimension of the code and d

denotes the minimum distance of all codewords in C . The rate of this linear code is given by k
n
.

The message space of an [n, k, d] binary linear code is Zk
2 . Note that the code can be any k-

dimensional subspace of Zn
2 , so there exist many [n, k, d] binary linear codes for fixed parameters,

n, k, and d.

Definition 1.2. The generator matrix denoted as G for an [n, k, d] linear code C is defined as k×n
matrix whose row space is equal to C .

It’s worth noting that a code can be defined solely by its generator matrix. If G is a matrix with

binary entries, its row space is the code generated by G .

Let G be the generator matrix of [n, k, d] linear code C . To encode a message m ∈ Zk
2 into a

codeword c ∈ C , one simply performs the following operation:

mG = c.

Theorem 1.1 (Hamming Bound). [19] With the nearest neighbour decoding any [n, k, d] linear code

C can correct upto t =
⌊
d−1
2

⌋
bit flip errors.

Another very essential matrix is the parity check matrix. This matrix is used to identify errors

in codewords and thus can help in the decoding procedure.

Definition 1.3. The parity check matrix denoted as H for an [n, k, d] linear code C is defined as

(n− k)× n matrix with the property that

H cT = 0 ⇐⇒ c ∈ C

Since C = kerH = {v ∈ Zn
2 | vH = 0}, like the generator matrix, the parity check matrix alone

also defines the code C . We use the parity check matrix to speed up decoding by calculating the

syndrome, s = H bT .
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Theorem 1.2. [20] Let a t error correcting [n, k, d] linear code C whose parity check matrix is H .

For every e ∈ E = {e ∈ Z
n
2 | wt(e) ≤ t} where t =

⌊
d−1
2

⌋
, there is a unique syndrome s such that

s = H eT

To understand the CSS quantum error-correcting code, we need to define the dual code of a

binary linear code. The dual code will later be used for phase error correction.

Definition 1.4. The dual code of an [n, k, d] linear code C is defined as the vector space orthogonal

to C . Namely,

C
⊥ = {v ∈ Z

n
2 | c · v = 0, ∀c ∈ C }

The following theorem describes the properties of a dual code.

Theorem 1.3. [20] For an [n, k, d] linear code C whose generator and parity check matrices are

G and H respectively. The dual code C⊥ is a linear code [n, n− k, d′], whose generator and parity

check matrices are G ⊥ = H and H ⊥ = G respectively, for appropriate d′.

The quantum analog of classical noise is simply called quantum noise. Beyond classical error

correction, quantum error-correcting codes can also purify damaged entangled qubits and are the

foundation of proof of security of the prepare and measure QKD such as BB84.

Definition 1.5. An [[n, k]] quantum error correcting code Q is a k-dimensional subspace of H ⊗n

with length n and rate k
n
.

In this section, we will create a code that will correct against a t-out-of- n Z-channel followed

by a t-out-of- n X-channel. The quantum version of error-correcting code that we will use is called

CSS code discovered by Calderbank and Shor and independently by Steane and lies at the heart of

the proof of security [21, 22].

Definition 1.6. Let C1 be a t1-error correcting [n, k1, d1] binary linear code, C2 an [n, k2, d2] binary

linear code, and C⊥
2 a t2-error correcting binary linear code, where

C2 ⊂ C1

A t-error correcting [[n, k]] CSS code is a subspace Q of H ⊗n derived from C1 and C2 with t =

min (t1, t2) and k = k1 − k2. Q is spanned by the CSS codewords

1
√

|C2|
∑

c∈C2

|d⊕ c〉

where d runs through C1.

Lemma 1.1 (CSS codewords correspond to cosets). [20] Let d, d′ ∈ C1. Then d and d′ belong to

the same coset in C1/C2, i.e. d⊕ C2 = d′ ⊕ C2, if and only if

1
√

|C2|
∑

c∈C2

|d⊕ c〉 = 1
√

|C2|
∑

c∈C2

|d′ ⊕ c〉
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According to the following theorem, CSS codes are robust, meaning they can correct any type

of qubit error as long as the errors are below a certain threshold. And perhaps the most compelling

reason to use CSS code rather than any other quantum error correction code is that CSS code allows

us to correct phase and bit errors in any quantum state independently. This is essential because we

are not concerned with phase errors in the prepare and measure version of QKD. Additionally, if

phase and bit errors can be corrected, any general type of qubit error can be fixed as well.

Theorem 1.4 (CSS Codes are Robust). [20] Let Q be a t-error correcting [[n, k]] CSS code that

corrects up to t X errors and up to t Z errors. Then Q corrects any errors on at most t codeword

qubits.

The definition of CSS code has already been provided. We will, however, require parametrized

code. Thus, we will define parameterized CSS code with the parameters x and z in this section.

Definition 1.7 (Parameterised CSS code). Let Fn
2 be a binary vector space of n bits. Let C1 and

C2 be two linear codes, each of which corrects upto t bit errors, contained in Fn
2 with

{0} ⊂ C1 ⊂ C2 ⊂ F
n
2

Let x, z be n bit binary strings. Then, Qx,z is said to be a parameterised CSS code, where for each

vector in v ∈ C1, the respective codeword is,

v −→ 1
√

|C2|
∑

w∈C2

(−1)w·z|v + w + x〉

2 Entanglement Purification

In this section, we will describe the Entanglement Purification Protocol. For a mixed state that is

distributed among multiple parties, this protocol is used to increase the purity using local operation

and classical communication. For instance, let n-qubit pure entangled state |ψ〉 that is distributed

between N parties using a noisy quantum channel. Each of the qubits can acquire an error due to

the 3 Pauli operators σx, σy, σz , or any combination of them [26]. Let the final state of |ψ〉 due to

errors is a mixed state ρ̂. Suppose if m number of copies of |ψ〉 is sent through the noisy channel,

then all parties can distill a small number of |ψ〉 with high purity. They only require to perform

local operations and classical channel for this.

For the purpose of entanglement purification, we will use Calderbank, Shor, and Steane (CSS)

codes [21, 22]. CSS states constitute both the Bell states and GHZ states [27]. CSS state classes

can be shown to be equivalent to the state of two colorable graphs [28]. Further, the purification

process for CSS states are known already [27].

To determine the errors uniquely, we use the parity check matrix H to measure the parity,

provided the error is less than a predefined threshold t. All of these concepts were covered in the

previous section. Measurements are assumed to be protective, so the final state is the projection

in one of the eigenspaces of the parity check matrix. For each measurement of parity, we get the

eigenvalues ±1. From this vector of eigenvalues, we obtain the syndrome s.
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The syndrome uniquely identifies the error, allowing it to be corrected. The main idea of this

protocol is that each party measure their respective parity of CSS code on their qubits. Then,

by comparing their measurements to those of others, they can determine where the errors in their

state are located. The errors are then corrected, and the qubits are decoded to return to the initial

entangled state.

To initiate a purification protocol, the parties apply randomly selected stabiliser elements to

the noisy states they wish to purify. Each side simply applies an agreed-upon single-qubit Pauli

matrix to their respective state’s qubit. These Pauli matrices comprise a random stabiliser element,

which the parties agree upon prior to initiating the protocol via classical communication. They

can therefore regard any noisy state as a probabilistic mixture of states with the same stabiliser

but different eigenvalues for the generators. This was demonstrated for Bell states and was later

extended to multiparty CSS stabiliser states. [29, 30, 31].

The allowable quantity of noise per particle in GHZ states, on the other hand, decreases as the

number of particles increases. In other words, as the number of particles increases, GHZ states

become increasingly difficult to purify.

2.1 GHZ State

Greenberger, Horne, and Zeilinger first introduce the GHZ state, also known as the cat state [10].

The n qubit state of the GHZ state is written as

|GHZn〉 = 1√
2

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

|00 . . .0〉+ 1√
2

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

|11 . . . 1〉 = 1√
2
|0n〉+ 1√

2
|1n〉 .

The GHZ state is widely used in a variety of applications, including communication complexity [32],

nonlocality [33], and multi-party cryptography [34], to name a few.

The three-qubit GHZ state is represented as

∣
∣φ+++

〉
=

|000〉+ |111〉√
2

.

Along with the W state, the GHZ state represents non-biseparable classes of 3-qubit states [35].

They cannot be transformed, even probabilistically, into one another with only local operations.

Now consider the generalization of the GHZ state. For a M > 2 subsystem, we can create a

general GHZ entangled state. If d represents the dimension of each subsystem, then the overall

Hilbert space of the total system will be Htot =
(
Cd
)⊗M

. This GHZ entangled state is called

M -partite qudit GHZ state and is denoted as

|GHZ〉 = 1√
d

d−1∑

i=0

|i〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |i〉 = 1√
d
(|0〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |0〉+ · · ·+ |d− 1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |d− 1〉)

7



It reduces to our original state when each subsystem is of dimension 2, i.e., M -qubits

|GHZ〉 = |0〉⊗M + |1〉⊗M

√
2

.

In simple terms, GHZ is a maximally entangled quantum state that is in a superposition of all

subsystems in state a with all subsystems in a⊥, where a and a⊥ are completely distinguishable

states.

Even though the GHZ state is maximally entangled, its most intriguing property is that tracing

out any single party completely destroys the entanglement and results in a fully mixed separable

state.

Trk (|GHZ〉n(GHZ |) = In\k

Because entanglement monotones are maximized by the GHZ state, it is considered a maximally

entangled state for the multipartite case. Additionally, it belongs to the class of states whose normal

form is the same as the state itself [36]. For the three-qubit case, there is only one such state which

is nothing but the GHZ state. As a result, all three-qubit states with a non-zero normal form exhibit

some sort of GHZ entanglement.

2.2 GHZ Basis

We can also represent any amount of entanglement with the GHZ state, similar to the bipartite case

[37]. We can begin by writing

∣
∣φ+++

〉
= cos θ|000〉+ sin θ|111〉

for θ ∈ (0, π/2). With just performing operations locally on |φ+++〉 we can create a complete GHZ

basis. The general structure of the states is given by

∣
∣φµλω

〉
=
∑

j

(−1)µjbµ⊕j |j, j ⊕ λ, j ⊕ ω〉,

for b0 = cos θ and b1 = sin θ. Individually for 3 qubit state

|φ+++〉 = cos θ|000〉+ sin θ|111〉, |φ+++〉 = sin θ|000〉 − cos θ|111〉,
|φ++−〉 = cos θ|001〉+ sin θ|110〉, |φ−+−〉 = sin θ|001〉 − cos θ|110〉,
|φ+−+〉 = cos θ|010〉+ sin θ|101〉, |φ−−+〉 = sin θ|010〉 − cos θ|101〉,
|φ+−−〉 = cos θ|011〉+ sin θ|100〉, |φ−−−〉 = sin θ|011〉 − cos θ|100〉

3 Entangled-based version

Our entanglement-based version of multiparty QKD employs a correlation similar to that of the

Ekert protocol, i.e., a perfect correlation is obtained when a maximally entangled state is measured

8



Computational basis X1X2X3 Z1Z2 Z2Z3

|φ+++〉 (|000〉+ |111〉)/
√
2 +1 +1 +1

|φ++−〉 (|001〉+ |110〉)/
√
2 +1 +1 −1

|φ+−+〉 (|011〉+ |100〉)/
√
2 +1 −1 +1

|φ+−−〉 (|010〉+ |101〉)/
√
2 +1 −1 −1

|φ−++〉 (|000〉 − |111〉)/
√
2 −1 +1 +1

|φ−+−〉 (|001〉 − |110〉)/
√
2 −1 +1 −1

|φ−−+〉 (|011〉 − |100〉)/
√
2 −1 −1 +1

|φ−−−〉 (|010〉 − |101〉)/
√
2 −1 −1 −1

Table 1: The three qubit GHZ basis states |φs1s2s3〉 and its representation in shown in the ta-
ble, along with the stablizers of the corresponding states.Here the relations between the generator
s1X1X2X3, s2Z1Z2, s3Z2Z3. and the basis is denoted by the the sign s1, s2, and s3.

in the same direction [38]. For simplicity of notation we will denote |GHZ〉 state as |Φ+〉. Suppose
that all parties share the maximally entangled GHZ state

∣
∣Φ+

〉
=

1√
2
(|0 · · · 0〉+ |1 · · · 1〉)

This state cannot be entangled with any other state because it is a pure state. So an eavesdropper

cannot obtain any information about this state. Hence, the aim for all parties is to share m of these

maximally entangled state
∣
∣Φ+

〉⊗m
=
∣
∣Φ+

〉
⊗ · · · ⊗

∣
∣Φ+

〉

and measure these states to get a common secret shared key of which Eve does not have any

knowledge. However, due to the insecure nature of the quantum channel, they are using Eve can

interact with these states. Further, because the channel is also noisy, the final state shared between

them will not be the same state given above but a mixed state ρ̂. They need to apply entanglement

distillation in order to obtain a small number of maximally entangled states.

The step by step description of the entangled-based version of QKD can be written as follows:

1. From the state |Φ+〉, Alice creates 2n state in |Φ+〉⊗2n
. So a total of 2Nn qubits in the form

of 2n entangled pairs is shared between N parties.

2. n of these states are randomly selected by her for the error estimate in the later stage. For

this, she uses a permutation P .

3. She selects a binary string randomly b = (b1, b2, . . . , b2n) of length 2n, and if bj is 1, she

performs Hadamard operation to the other qubits for the jth state. That is, if jth bit of b is

1, then Hadamard operator is applied on other qubits of jth state. So the final jth state would

be,

Φ+
j = (I ⊗H⊗N−1)

|0 · · · 0〉+ |1 · · · 1〉√
2

=
|0〉|+〉 · · · |+〉+ |1〉|−〉 · · · |−〉√

2

4. She sends all other qubit pairs to different parties.
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5. After receiving their respective qubits, all parties announce this fact publicly. Finally, all the

parties have 2n qubits each.

Alice permutes her qubits with UP and measures the last half of her qubits in the computational

basis to estimate the error rate. The measurement outcome is stored in the bit string w(A).

6. Alice sends P, b, and w(A) to all other parties.

7. All other parties apply UP and corresponding Hadamard according to the string b to their

qubits and measure the last half of their qubits (the test qubits) in the computational basis.

The measurement outcome is stored in the bit string w
(B)
i .

8. Everyone shares the value of w
(B)
i .

All parties calculate the total error w using w
(B)
i and w(A) in order to find the total number

of errors.

Based on some small mutually chosen confidence factor c ≥ 0, they calculate t = wt(w)+cn−1.

Everyone agrees on a t′ quantum error correcting [[n, k]] code Q for some t′ ≥ t and k. If no

such code exists, then they abort.

9. Error correction codes Q(C1,C2) are used to correct all the errors in the remaining qubits,

provided total error is below t. They finally obtain |Φ+〉⊗m
.

Independently, all of them unencode their remaining qubits with the decoding operation

U †
encode for Q.

10. Finally, after measuring in the computational basis of the state |Φ+〉⊗m
, they obtain the shared

secret key k.

4 Security

For the entangled-based version of QKD, we want to show that the knowledge Eve obtains is expo-

nentially small if the fidelity of the shares state with the GHZ state is very high. As we will show

that entanglement-based protocol is equivalent to prepare and measure version, it also proves the

security of prepare and measure protocol.

The complete security of the entangled-based version will be done in two steps. The first step

is to reduce the noise from all the sources to get a noiseless quantum protocol. Quantum repeaters

and Fault-Tolerant Quantum Computation (FTQC) are used for this step [39, 40]. These concepts

have been widely used in the context of QKD. We will also prove that the error syndrome shared

publicly does not provide any information to Eve. Hence Eve can have complete control over the

quantum repeaters and error correction information without compromising security.

Once we have reduced to the noiseless protocol, all parties still need to check if any of the qubits

are transformed by the eavesdropper. For this, we will use classical statistics. This is the second step

for the security proof, i.e., reducing the noiseless quantum protocol to classical verification protocol.

So that we can use the classical statistics to prove the security of entangled-based multiparty QKD.
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The use of classical statistics for this context helps simplify our calculations significantly. In the

following theorem, we demonstrate why the classical arguments work in our quantum context.

Theorem 4.1. The initial state of the quantum system can be reduced to a classical mixture, and

classical statistics can be applied.

Proof. In the quantum problem, we can apply the classical statistics because the observables Ai’s

that we are considering are all diagonal with respect to a basis B, namely the GHZ basis.

Consider a complete quantum measurement operator in this basis to be represented as M . Now

since all the observables Ai that we will use are diagonal in the basis representation of B, they

all commute with any other operator, in particular with the measurement M . Hence taking the

measurement in the basis B will not affect the actions of any Ai. So we can always assume that

such a quantum measurement M is done prior to the subsequent actions of Ai’s.

The initial state of the quantum system, in other words, is just a classical mixture of eigenstates

of M . Therefore, we can easily apply an appropriate classical argument in this quantum case.

Like in the original proof given by Lo-Chau, the observables Oi’s we considered have degenerate

eigenvalues, i.e., coarse-grained observables, not the fine-grained ones [17].

Errors in the GHZ state distribution can not only just come from the noisy channel but can

also be because of imperfect sources, errors in the storage of quantum states, and errors during the

computation through the elementary gates and measurement. These errors can be easily corrected

using quantum error-correcting techniques and Fault Tolerant Quantum Computing. The main

idea of FTQC is that the quantum states are encoded in error correction code, and then quantum

operations are performed to the encoded state [40]. The use of quantum repeater is not necessary

but will aid the error-correcting schemes if the distance is considerable. As for the distance larger

than the coherence length, the errors are very high to apply the standard entanglement purification

techniques.

We should note that we can extend the standard threshold result to distributed computation on

a noisy quantum channel using the above techniques. That is, the GHZ distribution scheme or any

distributed quantum algorithm can be easily extended to a noisy quantum scheme.

We have assumed the general case where Eve has control over the quantum channel. Eve can

easily learn the information about the error syndrome obtained using the error-correcting codes. As

we have already mentioned that this information does not provide any advantage to Eve. We will

now explicitly prove this statement in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2. The error syndrome calculated and shared during the error correction step provides

no information about the encoded key.

Proof. The state shared between all the parties can be written mathematically as a tensor product

of logical qubits and the ancillary qubits. The logical qubits keep the encoded information, and

the ancillary qubits are there to store the error syndrome. In other words the state |Φ〉 can be

represented as
∑

i,j aij |αi〉 ⊗ |βj〉, where the logical qubits are represented by α’s and the ancillary

qubits are represented by β’s and aij are complex coefficients. We are making no judgment on the
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state of the system shared between them; they can very well be entangled with Eve’s system. This

will, however, not affect the proof of this theorem.

With the action of FTQC, the ancillary qubits transform unpredictably

but with a very high fidelity of about 1−O (e−r) for some selected positive r, the logical qubits

will follow specific evolution and will not be affected by the error calculation. So as long as the errors

are below the specified threshold, all the quantum operations can be assumed to be operated only on

the state of the logical qubits. The ancillary qubits, in other words, decouple from the verification

step.

The logical qubits will therefore represent the desired state, provided the states are not affected

too much due to eavesdropping. Hence it does not matter how much information about the error

syndrome Eve gains. In general the error syndrome obtained during the quantum error correction

step contains no information about the encoded quantum information and can be publicly shared.

Once we are done with error correction and entanglement distillation, we will be focusing on a

noiseless scheme. In order to verify that the actual GHZ state is shared between the parties, we are

going to use the random-hashing technique of BDSW [18]. The idea is an extension of the classical

verification scheme. It can be easily understood with the help of a simple two-party game. Suppose

Eve is hiding an N bit binary string and Alice’s objective is to find if all of Eve’s bits are 1 or not.

For this, Alice is free to ask a few number of fair questions. For example, she could ask, Are the

first and third bits the same or not? Then based on Eve’s answer, Alice needs to decide whether

to accept the string or not. Eve will win if Alice accepts but not all of Eve’s string is 1. And Alice

will win if she accepts and all the strings are 1. In all other cases, the game will be considered to

be a draw. The best strategy for Alice is not to ask a single-digit question but ask for the parities

of random subset of bits. For instance, ’is the i th bit 1’ is not a good question, but ’are i th and j

th bits same’ is a good question.

Consider the following scenario: Eve is hiding a 7 digit binary string x = 1101001 and Alice wants

to know if the fourth and fifth bits are the same or not. In other words, she can ask this question

as index string s = 0001100. The answer will be given through the parity x · s (mod7). This test

reveals whether these two bits are the same or not. There is an exponentially small probability that

Eve can cheat in this verification scheme. For the case of two parties, it was already shown that

after m number of such questions, the probability for Eve to cheat is 2−m [17]. The only criteria is

that Eve should not know the parity index question, otherwise she can easily win.

Using the above classical verification scheme we can create a quantum verification scheme. We

are going to consider GHZ basis and the convention used in BDSW. In particular consider the GHZ

basis vectors represented in BDSW notation as follows (for illustration we have condidered only for

3 qubits here):

An m GHZ basis is a complete m ordered basis, each of them is described by a string of length

m [41]. In our protocol say n GHZ states are shared between all parties, then the complete state of

the system can be described by string with 1̃ ’s of length mn, |1̃1̃ . . . 1̃〉.
We now consider the case when an eavesdropper is present. For more generality, we don’t only
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Computational basis BDSW Notation

|φ+++〉 (|000〉+ |111〉)/
√
2 111

|φ++−〉 (|001〉+ |110〉)/
√
2 110

|φ+−+〉 (|011〉+ |100〉)/
√
2 101

|φ+−−〉 (|010〉+ |101〉)/
√
2 100

|φ−++〉 (|000〉 − |111〉)/
√
2 011

|φ−+−〉 (|001〉 − |110〉)/
√
2 010

|φ−−+〉 (|011〉 − |100〉)/
√
2 001

|φ−−−〉 (|010〉 − |101〉)/
√
2 000

Table 2: The extended BDSW notation for three-qubit GHZ basis.

allow Eve to act on the state shared between each member but also to create the state and then

send it to Alice. So the state can also be entangled with Eve’s system. To represent this general

state, we consider a bigger Hilbert space. We know that there is a larger purifying Hilbert space for

any mixed state such that it can be represented as a pure state. So without loss of generality, let us

assume that Eve creates and provides a pure state represented as:

|ψ〉 =
∑

i1,i2,···,iN

∑

j

αi1,i2,···,iN ,j |i1, i2, · · · , iN 〉 ⊗ |j〉

where ik represents BDSW notation of k th state and takes values 0̃0̃0̃ to 1̃1̃1̃ (for 3 parties),

αi1,i2,···,iN ,j ’s are the coefficients, and the |j〉 represents the ancilla’s orthonormal basis. Because the

state is prepared by Eve herself, each such |ψ〉 can represent a different cheating strategy of Eve.

We aim to use the same technique as the classical verification scheme using this notation. Using

the random-hashing idea of BDSW, we can create an effective quantum verification scheme. Like the

classical case, we can find the parity from the outcomes of a particular measurement operator-defined

below.

Consider Eve makes a classical mixture of product states of GHZ states. It can be easily shown

that the classical verification scheme with the help of BDSW notation can be applied, and the

probability of Eve cheating is exponentially small. However, because Eve is free to create any

general state. We are interested in knowing if creating an arbitrary general state provides any

advantage to Eve. The main step in proving the security of the Entangled-based version is to show

that creating a general state in place of just a classical mixture of GHZ states does not enhance

Eve’s probability of cheating. This was first observed by Lo-Chau [17].

Theorem 4.3. The probability of Eve to cheat successfully for the case when she prepares any

arbitrary general state is the same as the case when she prepares a state as a classical mixture of

n-GHZ basis.

Proof. We define three operators on an arbitrary state |Ψ〉 of n qubits shared between N parties.

All these operators are defined based on their operations on the complete basis formed by n-GHZ

states.
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The first operator R is defined on the nN bits of string r as follows

R :
∑

r

r|r〉〈r|

where r represents the shared quantum state in the BDSW notation defined previously. The second

operator S for any index string s is defined as

S :
∑

r

(s · r)|r〉〈r|

This operator provides the parity for bits in the subset s. Finally, we define

P : |1̃1̃ . . . 1̃〉〈1̃ . . . 1̃1̃|

represents the projector operator on the maximally entangled |Φ+〉 GHZ state. Note that all the

observables are defined in a single basis, which is n-GHZ basis. Clearly, above operators in this

basis are simultaneously diagonalizable. Hence the operator P and all the S ’s commute with

the measurement R. Therefore the outcomes of P and any S will not be affected by any prior

measurement of R. In particular, Eve may have provided any arbitrary state |Ψ〉, all the parities

calculated during the verification process and the hypothetical measurement of the projection P

will not be affected if we measure the state |Ψ〉 in n-GHZ basis, which is R, before giving to Alice

in order to perform these operations.

The above theorem shows that creating any arbitrary state does not give Eve any more advantage

than creating a mixture of products of GHZ basis states. Hence using the quantum verification

scheme, we can say that Eve’s chance of cheating is exponentially small and the entangled-based

version is secure. It should be noted, however, that as in the classical case, Eve should not know the

parity index string ahead of time. This concludes the security proof of the multiparty Entangled-

based QKD. Now we will perform a series of reductions to get our prepare and measure version.

5 Reduction 1

Now in order to prove that the original prepare and measure version of QKD is secure, we need to

show that the prepare and measure version is equivalent to the entangled-based QKD. We can use the

Entangled-based QKD as a starting point to create another QKD by carefully substituting quantum

operations for classical operations or simply discarding some unnecessary quantum operations. We

systematically modify each step starting with the entangled-based version to reach the original

protocol finally. For this reduction, we will use various concepts from classical linear codes, CSS

codes and its properties of cosets.

We first remove the requirement to share the maximally entangled state |Φ+〉⊗2n
. We can easily

remove half of them because in step 7, n of them was measured to obtain the error rate. For this
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purpose, we do not need to use the maximally entangled state; Alice could simply send single-qubit

states in the computational basis. With this change, we have modified the following steps:

1′. n arbitrary single qubits encoded in |0〉 or |1〉 and n maximally entangled states |Φ+〉⊗n
are

prepared by Alice.

2′. She selects n random positions for the check qubits and in the remaining n positions, she

puts half of the state |Φ+〉.
7′. To estimate the error all the check qubits are measured in |0〉, |1〉 basis. If error is more than

the threshold t then the protocol is aborted.

Now to remove the requirement of the rest n maximally entangled pairs, we will use CSS code

to encode the key. Further, the following points explain how we can alter the entangled-based QKD

without affecting the security.

1. At the end of the Entangled-based Protocol, everyone measures in the computational basis. As

long as the number of phase errors are at most t, they do not use nor care about the phases or phase

errors in the error-correcting codewords. This point is an obvious but very important-statement first

noted by Shor and Preskill [15]. Alice and Bob shall now ignore phase error detection, correction

and unencoding.

2. We share some imperfect state (Φ+)
⊗n

which is then used to get almost perfect state (Φ+)
⊗m

where (m < n) using entanglement distillation. Equivalently it is CSS code Q of n qubits which is

protecting m qubits in the noisy channel.

3. Eve’s presence is ruled out with entanglement distillation. In this step, each party measures

their respective syndrome to find the error. Alice could as well measure her syndrome before or after

sharing, provided the errors are below a threshold. In case she chooses to measure her syndrome

before sharing; with x and z as her error measurements for bit and phase error. If she detects x

and z error with the first qubit of GHZ state, then all other members should also correct the same

x and z and in addition, they also need to correct the error due to channel. Basically, for this case,

the step is equivalent to sharing GHZ state encoded in parameterized CSS code Qx,z, where x and

z are determined by Alice’s syndrome measurement and is entirely random.

4. Alice could as well measure the m qubits of GHZ states before sharing the state with others

along with the syndrome measurement. The outcome will be a random key k for everyone. Since

the errors is below the threshold so CSS code is able to correct the qubits and all parties receive

the qubits in the states in which Alice sent them. And since the state received by everyone is in

the original state, the no-cloning theorem provides the security. If Alice measures her qubits before

sending, others will receive their states with the same outcome.

From points 3 and point 4 above, this is equivalent to Alice sending a random key k of length m

encoded in parametrized CSS code Qx,z, for x and z selected randomly by Alice.

k → 1
√

|C2|
∑

w∈C2

(−1)w·z|k + w + x〉

One of the most important features of CSS code is the codewords defined by CSS code |v, x, z〉
form an orthonormal basis of a Hilbert space of dimension 2n [21]. We can use this orthonormal
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basis for our GHZ state in place of the computational basis. So instead of sharing the GHZ state

∣
∣Φ+

〉⊗n
=

1√
d

d−1∑

i=0

|i〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |i〉

They share the following equivalent GHZ state

∣
∣Φ+

〉⊗n
=

1√
d

∑

u,x,z

|u, x, z〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |u, x, z〉 ,

where |u, v, w〉 = 1√
|C2|

∑

w∈C2
(−1)w·z|k + w + x〉.

On this state when Alice performs the syndrome measurement using H1 and H ⊥
2 on her part

of the system, she gets a random values for x and z. Likewise she gets a random string u ∈ C1/C2

when she measures in computational basis in the step 10. Hence all other qubits also collapsed

into the codeword for u in Qx,z (C1,C2), that is |u, x, z〉. Which is nothing but the encoded part

of the key state |k〉 formed from m qubits. So from the point mentioned above, instead of sending

the maximally entangled state, Alice could send just the m qubit key state |k〉 encoded in n qubit

Qx,z (C1,C2) code and two random n bit strings x and z. At this stage of reduction we reach a

protocol we call CSS multiparty protocol.

The main points of the above reduction can be understood intuitively. Provided errors are below

a threshold, with CSS code we can share the encoded information with really high fidelity and hence

the no-cloning theorem says that very small information can leak out to eavesdropper.

6 Multiparty CSS Protocol

Here we present the protocol known as CSS multiparty protocol after integrating all the changes

discussed in the preceding section into the entangled-based protocol. Steps of CSS multiparty

protocol equivalent to entangled-based is presented below.

1. Following random binary strings are selected by Alice: an n bit check string in the computa-

tional basis, m bit key k string and two n bit strings x and z.

2. The key bits |k〉 is encoded using the CSS code Qx,z (C1,C2)

|k〉 → 1
√

|C2|
∑

w∈C2

(−1)w·z|k + w + x〉

She then randomly mixes the encoded key bits and the check qubits

in 2n positions.

3. Based on an arbitrary classical string of length 2n, b = (b1, b2, . . . , b2n), she performs Hadamard

operation to all the qubits in ith position of the sequence if bi = 1.

4. Alice sends all the qubits to everyone.
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5. All parties confirm the receiving of the qubits.

6. Once everyone received the qubits, Alice broadcasts the location of check qubits and the value

of strings b, x, and z.

7. Other parties perform Hadamard operation whenever the value of bi is 1.

8. All of the check qubits are then measured in {|0〉, |1〉} basis. If the error is more than the

threshold t, the protocol is aborted.

9. Otherwise everyone performs the error correction and decodes the left m qubits from Qx,z

(C1,C2).

10. They finally perform the measurement to obtain a shared secret key k.

From the entangled-based version, which was proved to be secure, we have reduced to reach the

CSS protocol. By equivalency, this protocol is also secure. However, we have yet to reach at the

prepare and measure version of the protocol. There is still the requirement of large enough quantum

computers to encode and decode the key. Further, all other parties require quantum memory to store

their qubits until Alice announces the binary strings b, x, and z. On the other hand, the prepare

and measure only need the ability to prepare and measure single qubits. Because the CSS code

decouples the bit error from the phase error, it is easy to relax all these requirements.

7 Reduction 2

In this section, we will look into the similarities and differences between multiparty CSS and Prepare

and Measure version. Then step by step, we will reduce the CSS code protocol to get our final

multiparty prepare and measure QKD.

Previously Alice broadcasted the binary strings x and z with others to perform the entanglement

purification. However, the key is determined solely by the qubit’s value, not by entanglement. In

other words, the key is generated through the value of the qubits, and the phase is not needed. So

they don’t need to correct the phase now. Hence only string x is required in order to correct the bit

error and Alice can discard the value of z. If we ignore the value of z, the effective state shared by

Alice is a mixture of |k+ x+w〉 (as described in the theorem below). Because Alice does not share

z the effective state shared by her is a mixed state obtained by averaging over the values of z. This

is clearly proved in the following theorem.

Theorem 7.1. In the multiparty CSS protocol the effective mixed state shared by Alice is

M =
1

|C2|
∑

w∈C2

|k′ + w + x〉 〈k′ + w + x|

with other parties when taking average over the phase syndrome z.

Proof. Consider a binary string x of length n. We define s(x) ⊂ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} to be the set

denoting the locations of 1 in the string x. The main point of the argument is that when z has an
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even number of 1 on the positions in s(x) then the value of the dot product x · z is zero. And when

z has odd number of 1 on the positions in s(x) then the value of the dot product x · z is one. We

can represent it as

x · z = |s(x) ∪ s(z)| mod 2.

Equivalently

(−1)x·z =







+1 for |s(x) ∪ s(z)| is even

−1 for |s(x) ∪ s(z)| is odd.

Hence,

∑

z

(−1)x·z =







2n forx = 0

0 otherwise

Here the sum is taken over all n bit string. It is easy to see if we consider two different cases.

s(x) = ∅ for x = 0 and each of the 2n terms in the sum is +1. And for the case when x 6= 0 then

half of the terms in the sum correspond to z with an odd number of 1 on positions in s(x) and half

of the terms correspond to z with an even number of 1 on positions in s(x). Hence the terms get

canceled and results in zero.

Now coming to our original problem, we need to sum the state over the values of z.

1

2n |C2|
∑

z




∑

w1,w2∈C2

(−1)(w1+w2)·z × |k′ + w1 + x〉 〈k′ + w2 + x|





We can break the equation into two different cases w1 = w2 and w1 6= w2 and then use the previous

equation. We have

1

2n|C2|
∑

z

∑

w1,w2∈C2

(−1)(w1+w2)·z|k′ + w1 + x〉〈k′ + w2 + x|

=
1

2n|C2|
∑

w1,w2∈C2

(
∑

z

(−1)(w1+w2)·z

)

|k′ + w1 + x〉〈k′ + w2 + x|

=
1

2n|C2|
∑

w1,w2∈C2w1 6=w2

(
∑

z

(−1)(w1+w2)·z

)

|k′ + w1 + x〉〈k′ + w2 + x|

+
1

2n|C2|
∑

w∈C2

(
∑

z

(−1)0·z

)

|k′ + w + x〉〈k′ + w + x|

= 0+
1

2n|C2|
∑

w∈C2

2n|k′ + w + x〉〈k′ + w + x|

=
1

|C2|
∑

w∈C2

|k′ + w + x〉〈k′ + w + x|

as stated in the theorem.
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Using the expression from the above theorem, we can say that equivalently it is the mixture of

the states |k + w + x〉, with w chosen at random in C2. By picking a codeword, this state can be

created entirely utilising single-qubit operations. As a result, the initial few steps of the multiparty

CSS protocol can be adjusted as follows:

Alice creates following bits: random n check bits, codeword u selected at random from C1/C2,

another codeword y ∈ C2, and a random string w of length n. She encodes n qubits in the state |0〉
or |1〉 according to u + x + w, and n qubits in |0〉 or |1〉 according to the check bits. Others will

receive a state |u+ x+ w + ei〉 and they directly measure this state in the |0〉, |1〉 basis, instead of

first decoding the state and then measuring it as described in steps 9 and 10. Then they obtain a

string u + x + w + ei and now they can perform the error correction classically because C1 and C2

are classical error correcting codes. With the error-correcting information x they have received from

Alice, they can subtract x from his string and obtain u + w + ei. If ei does not contain too many

errors, others can then correct u+ w + ei unambiguously to the codeword u+ w.

This procedure can be summarized as follows:

|k+w+x〉 send−−−→ |k+w+x+ ei〉 measure−−−−−→ k+w+x+ ei
- x−→ k+w+ ei

error−−−−→
correct

k+w
decode−−−−→ k

We have successfully modified the protocol such that the key qubits are prepared in a random

state, similar to that of check bits. For simplicity and to appear more like our traditional prepare

and measure version, we have modified some variables below. Using all the above arguments, certain

steps of the protocol can be modified to:

1′′. Random |u〉 ∈ C1 is selected by Alice. Further she creates n random qubits in the computa-

tional basis.

2′′. She randomly mixes the check qubits and the encoded qubits |u〉 in these 2n positions.

6′′. Alice announces b, u+ v, and the positions of the n check bits, where v is the bits after the

shifting step.

9′′. Others measure the remaining qubits and shift to obtain v + ei, subtract u + v from this,

and correct it with the code u ∈ C1 to obtain u.

10′′. All parties compute the coset from which u belongs to get the final key k.

Note that the step 10′′ is justified because of the lemma 1.1. Finally, we can also remove the

requirement of Hadamard operation. First, note that in multiparty prepare and measure QKD,

when others receive the qubits, they measure them randomly either in computational basis |0〉, |1〉
or in Hadamard basis |+〉, |−〉. They then discard all the qubits that were not measured in the

same basis. Alice could simply select a random binary string b and based on this, she can directly

prepare her qubits in either computational basis |0〉, |1〉 or in Hadamard basis |+〉, |−〉. All other

members can also directly measure these qubits randomly in these two bases. And finally, they only

keep those qubits for which the chosen basis matches for everyone. This further removes the need

for quantum memory to keep the qubits till they hear the information from Alice. However, since

there are N parties and they only keep those qubits for which the chosen basis is the same, they

need to begin with n(1 + 2N ) qubits to get the final key of the same length. Note that this is still

significantly less than performing individual QKD between N parties, for which we require at least
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4Nn qubits.

Now Alice needs to wait till the irrelevant qubits are discarded before broadcasting the location

of check bits. With these reductions, we finally reach our multiparty prepare and measure QKD,

with additional error correction and privacy amplification steps.

8 Secure multiparty Prepare and Measure Version

Secure prepare and measure QKD

1. Alice chooses random m = 2N+1n-bit strings k, b where i ∈ {2, · · · , N}, creates the state

|ψ〉 =
(
Hb1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Hbm

)
|k〉

= H(b)|k〉

and sends the state |ψ〉 to all the members.

2. Everyone chooses a random m-bit string bi, receives a noisy version of |ψi〉, applies H(bi) =
(

Hbi
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Hbi

2n

)

to |ψi〉, and measures the qubits on the computational basis to form the

bit string ri.

3. All of them publicly disclose b and bi. If bj 6= bij they discard the jth bit of k and ki. They

are left with around 2n bits, say v + ei.

4. They publicly decide on a permutation P and perform P on their 2n bits.

5. They publicly disclose the second n bits, to compute w from w(A) and w(i) of their respective

permuted 2n bits. They also compute their respective bit flip error syndromes s
(A)
X and s

(i)
X

on their remaining bits.

6. Based on some small mutually chosen confidence factor c ≥ 0, everyone calculate t = 2wt(w)+

cn− 1.

7. They then decide on a t′-error correcting [n, k, d] binary linear code C1 for any t′ ≥ t, such

that C1 could be used in a CSS code. If no such binary linear code exists, then they abort.

She also selects a random u ∈ C1 such that k is in the coset of u.

8. The value of v+u is announced by Alice. Here u ∈ C1 is a random codeword and v represents

the string of remaining non check qubits.

9. All sides subtracts the value of v + u from their result to get u+ ei. Then they error correct

to remove ei from their respective qubits to obtain a codewored u ∈ C1.

10. Alice and Bob use the coset of u as the key.

It was suggested that the parties should agree on a permutation to permute all the qubits prior to

the error detection by Shor and Preskill [15]. However, this is unnecessary for the secure preparation

and measurement of QKD, as two random permutations are equivalent to one random permutation.
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As C1 is just a classical linear error-correcting code, step 9 serves as the error correction step.

Privacy amplification is performed in step 10. Note that the value of xk is disclosed publicly, but

the error-correcting code C1 chosen by Alice is random. Therefore from just xk it is not possible for

Ever to know from which coset the xk belongs.

By proving that the entangled-based multiparty is secure, we have proved that our multiparty

prepare and measure QKD is secure, using successive reduction to that scheme. Due to the fact that

we have not made any alteration to the quantum system of Eve, we finally conclude that through

the equivalency, multiparty prepare and measure is secure.

9 Conclusion

Quantum computers have opened up a new dimension not only for QKD but also in other crypto-

graphic domains [42]. Greenberger Horne Zeilinger (GHZ) entanglement, in particular for multiparty

quantum communication applications, is a helpful resource in this regard. However, actual appli-

cations of these multiparty activities have proven to be experimentally hard because to the low

intensity and fragility of the GHZ entanglement source under present technology [43]. As a result,

even with cutting-edge equipment, multiparty entangled-based quantum communication remains

an extremely difficult experiment. The experimental distribution of GHZ entanglement has just

recently been accomplished, with each pair of GHZ-entangled photons separated by less than 1km

[44]. As a result, despite the fact that the multiparty entangled-based QKD was secure, it was not

practical based on our current technology. Therefore the prepare and measure version of multiparty

QKD provides a better alternative.

We extended the simple proof of security for the BB84 protocol to an arbitrary number of N

participants willing to share a secret key, achieving the so-called multiparty prepare and measure

QKD. We have now established the security of the multiparty prepare-and-measure QKD by first

establishing the security of its entanglement-based implementation and then gradually lowering it

to the prepare-and-measure shceme. We made no changes on the quantum state of Eve, therefore

we can conclude that the multiparty prepare-and-measure protocol is secure. There are, of course,

some constraints. This proof establishes only the security of the ideal protocol with an ideal device,

in which the states transmitted are identical to those specified. This does not, however, provide

protection against attacks such as photon number splitting. Additionally, the proof makes no judg-

ments regarding the amount of work required for decoding: for practical implementations in QKD,

the code C1 must be decodable efficiently. Another issue is that, because CSS codes aren’t ideal,

the proof doesn’t establish an upper bound for the amount of eavesdropping that is acceptable.

One should note that even though the entangled-based multiparty QKD is equivalent to the

prepare and measure multiparty QKD, it does not implies that they are both equally feasible and

practical with the same technology. However, it implies that the proof of security for the entangled-

based protocol can be automatically reduced to the proof of security for the prepare and measure

protocol. And we have used this technique to provide the simple proof of security for the multiparty

prepare and measure QKD in this paper. This makes proving the security of the prepare and measure

QKD very convenient because of the monogamy property of maximally entangled states used in the
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entangled-based version [45].
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